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Many times the little fiberglass-type of RV we are trying to find and buy is in a different state than where we live. I 
came up with this check list to help people get assistance from a third person who lives close to where the RV is 
being sold. This check list is only for a point of reference. It is very subjective, based on the person doing the 
evaluation. An auto mechanic would probably have a very different perspective then an artist when evaluating a 
fiberglass RV. Electrical Engineers’ and Carpenters’ opinions would also probably vary greatly. 

This check list is to help get neutral information from a fellow Fiberglasser. It should be better then the biased 
information from a profit-motivated seller. 

Remember, the buyer would have to understand that this is a friendly opinion, it carries no legal weight 
whatsoever.The basis for looking at the trailer would be to let the prospective buyer form an opinion of their own 
on whether or not to make an offer. In any case, the buyer should retain the right to reject the purchase after 
looking over the goods. 

As always, “Buyer Beware.” 
 

OFFICIAL IDENTIFICATION 

VIN number is located:  

The VIN number is:  

Licensed in what state:  

License number:  
 

OUTSIDE  Excellent Good Fair Poor Bad N/A 

Wiring harness:       

Lights − lenses and bulbs:       

Tires:       

Brakes:       

Outside plumbing and valves:       

Outside general appearance:       

Fiberglass (oxidized, chips, dings, etc.):       

Awning:       

Awning crank:       

Awning middle support:       

Roof vents:       

Brake away switch:       

Chains:       

Tongue Jack:       

Rear stabilizing jacks:       

Windows:       

Screens:       
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OUTSIDE  Excellent Good Fair Poor Bad N/A 

Door (fit, seal):       

Spare tire:       

Tire cover:       

Water heater:       

Battery condition:       

Air Conditioner:       

Step:       

TV antenna:       

Sewer hose:       

Water hose:       

Outside trim:       

Trailer metal frame (cracks, rust):       

Owner Modification #1:       

Owner Modification #2:       

Owner Modification #3:       

Owner Modification #4:       

Owner Modification #5:       
 

INSIDE  Excellent Good Fair Poor Bad N/A 

Inside general appearance (cleanliness):       

Inside odors:       

Upholstery – chairs/seating:       

Cushions − bed:       

Table posts/supports/hinges:       

Refrigerator (gas, 110v, AC, 12v DC):       

Stove:       

Stove hood:       

Kitchen sink:       

Kitchen plumbing:       

Furnace (gas, electric) :       

Cabinets and cabinet doors:       

Windows:       
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INSIDE  Excellent Good Fair Poor Bad N/A 

Window blinds/curtains:       

Toilet:       

Port-a-potty:       

Shower:       

Bathroom sink:       

Bathroom plumbing (sink faucet, drain) :       

Electrical 110v outlet:       

Electrical 12v outlet:       

Electrical - lights:       

Floor coverings:       

Air Conditioning:       

Closet:       

Fire extinguisher:       

Electricl ceiling fan:       

Walls – Ensolite/Rat Fur, etc.:       

TV table:       

TV amplifier and cables:       

Screen door:       

Caulking:       

Pop rivets:       

Owner Modification #1:       

Owner Modification #2:       

Owner Modification #3:       

Owner Modification #4:       

Owner Modification #5:       

 
NOTES: 
 

 

 

 

 
 


